
Charles Mallory London taking U.S. by storm

womens compacts

Charles Mallory London women's compacts are making a
huge splash in the U.S. as they debut in NYC Coterie
show

LOS ANGELES , CA, USA, September 19, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WOMEN’S COMPACTS MAKE A STRONG RETURN
WITH CHARLES MALLORY
CHARLES MALLORY LONDON U.S. STORES HAVE
GONE CRAZY FOR 
CHARLES  MALLORY LONDON AT COTERIE SHOW IN
NYC  
CHARLES MALLORY LONDON A HUGE SUCCESS 
WORLD CLASS WOMEN’S COMPACTS HITTING BIG
IN NYC 
New York City -  Charles Mallory London U.S. launch at
the Coterie show in NYC from is taking The U.S. by storm
at the Jacob Javits Center in the crystal palace atop the
grand stair case level 3.  These beautiful women’s
compacts are about to make a huge comeback and
CHARLES MALLORY LONDON is leading the way!
Famed artist Steven Vaughan is the company’s designer
and creative director.  
Vaughan said today from the show “ We are amazed at
the response, Charles Mallory London has just been
picked up in stores in New York, NJ,CT, Minnesota, Louisiana, Michigan, Kansas, Texas, Florida, and
the Bahamas, we are currently negotiating with Japan, and this is before our appointments with the
major luxury retailers started, and speaking of luxury, ZITOMER,  one of the most elite stores on
Madison Ave just picked up Charles Mallory London for their store in NYC.”

Charles Mallory London
women's compacts are being
loved my young and old alike”
steven vaughan designer and

creative dir.

Vaughan said today “We have a totally unique product, Luxury
Powdered and mirrored compacts, no one has made
compacts of this quality since the 1950’s” We are quickly
finding out that these beautifully made compacts with the fit
and finish of days gone by is resonating with all demographics
young and old alike.”
Word has quickly spread, Jacqueline Larita star of the BRAVO
series Real Housewives of New Jersey was the first celeb on
Friday to receive her Charles Mallory London compact, she

took to social media and posted about how much she loved it, same reaction from tv host Samantha
Harris who received hers Saturday night and did the same tweeting instantly how much she loves it.,
tomorrow RHWOFNJ star Melissa Gorga, RHWO Atlanta star Cynthia Bailey, and RHWONY star Lue
Ann Delasep will all be getting their Charles Mallory London Compacts…….

Charles Mallory London introduces discerning customers to a period of excellence though their

http://www.einpresswire.com


revival of the quintessentially British compact mirror.
This accessory of the day returns with indulgence, and is defined by an intense care for both
functional and aesthetic detail. 

Their unmatched solid brass case is plated in gold, and demonstrates build quality seen only in an era
gone by. Each lid is host to a beautiful work of art.

In a disposable culture, appreciation for built-to-last products is greater than ever before. Their powder
compact compliments the increasing use of mineral powder, whilst the dual mirror compact serves all
in the tireless pursuit for beauty on the go. 

Promising outstanding service with no modern-day compromises, and products that feel special in
hand, Charles Mallory is set to become the last word in luxury accessories and collectables of the
future. 

Please visit: www.charlesmallory.com

Follow Charles Mallory London on social media at: 
@charlesmallorylondon- Instagram
@charlesmallorylondon- FB
@CharlesMalloryL- TWITTER
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